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Abstract: We define and study the properties of observables associated to any link
in Σ x R (where Σ is a compact surface) using the combinatorial quantization of
hamiltonian Chern-Simons theory. These observables are traces of holonomies in
a non-commutative Yang-Mills theory where the gauge symmetry is ensured by a
quantum group. We show that these observables are link invariants taking values in
a non-commutative algebra, the so-called Moduli Algebra. When Σ = S2 these link
invariants are pure numbers and are equal to Reshetikhin-Turaev link invariants.

1. Introduction

Since the fundamental discovery by V. Jones in 1984 of a new link invariant, there
has been a tremendous interest and activity in low dimension topology using field
theory techniques. The original definition of the Jones Polynomial was purely com-
binatorial and a geometrical understanding of it was finally given by E. Witten
in 1989 [22]. He showed that the Jones polynomial could be interpreted as the
correlation function of Wilson loops (i.e. traces of holonomies) in Chern-Simons
theory. His work opened a new area of research in what is now called three di-
mensional topological field theory. Although this theory is purely topological (i.e.
in a hamiltonian picture the hamiltonian is zero) and therefore contains no dy-
namics, the quantization of this theory is not at all a trivial task, mainly because
there is no direct procedure to quantify this theory. The original method of E. Wit-
ten is a brilliant use of path integrals, heuristic regularization (by a framing) of
Wilson loops and relations with conformal field theory. Although very appealing
and having far reaching consequences, his formalism is not at all mathematically
well defined and this is one of the reasons why many researchers in this field
have used other approaches. These methods can be roughly divided in two classes:
perturbative and non-perturbative methods. On the one hand perturbative methods
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have continuously attracted interest [15] and have provided many interesting recent
results* generalization of Gauss invariants, connections with Vassiliev invariants [6]
etc. .. On the other hand, the geometrical quantization program and combinatorial
methods are the main approaches to quantize non-perturbatively Chern-Simons the-
ory. Combinatorial methods, introduced by Reshetikhin-Turaev [17] and Turaev-
Viro [20] give explicit representations of abstract amplitudes satisfying algebraic
relations of a topological field theory. The essential ingredient in their approach
is the representation theory of modular Hopf algebras which provides family of
numbers satisfying Yang Baxter equation, 6-j identities, etc These combinatorial
methods, although completely well defined, are losing completely the relationship
with Chern-Simons theory

The phase space of Hamiltonian Chern-Simons with gauge group G on Σ x R is
the space of flat connections j / o n Σ moded out by the action of the gauge group ^

eβ//(# is homeomorphic to Hom(π\(Σ), G)G as a manifold. Hence Hom(πi(Γ), G)G

is endowed with a natural structure of Poisson manifold. Therefore quantization
of Hamiltonian Chern-Simons theory can be tackled by a direct quantization
of the Poisson manifold Hom(πi(Γ), G)G Attempts in this direction, have been
first pursued by V. Turaev [ 19 and 11 ] and more recently further investigated
in [1, 2].

In our work we will continue the study of a different type of quantization, named
combinatorial quantization of Hamiltonian Chern Simons theory, which has been in-
troduced by V V Fock and A. A Rosly [14] and further developed by A.Y. Alekseev
et al in [3-5] and ourself [10] This quantization can be thought of as being a lattice
regularization of Chern Simons theory in the spirit of Wilson After quantization,
gauge invariance is replaced by gauge invariance under a quantum group, and the
lattice variables, group elements before quantization, are replaced by elements of a
non-commutative algebra. The final and central object of our study is a two dimen-
sional non-commutative Yang Mills theory. Elements of this program was already
described in the abelian case in [13].

In Sect 2 of this work we give a summary of works on non-commutative two
dimensional Yang Mills theory We associate to each compact triangulated surface
Σ a lattice gauge theory which is covariant under a quantum gauge group. The al-
gebra A of gauge fields is non-commutative because matrix elements of gauge fields
associated to arbitrary edges are non-commuting. Locality is however preserved in
the sense that matrix elements of gauge fields associated to edges having no bound-
ary points are commuting elements. Wilson loops associated to non-self-intersecting
loops on the surface are defined and it is shown that these Wilson loops are gauge
invariant elements A non-commutative analogue of the Yang Mills action is built
following the lines of A A. Migdal. In the weak coupling regime, the exponential of
this action is an analogue of the Dirac delta function which selects gauge fields with
zero curvature. This theory is therefore a topological field theory and the algebra
of observables (the Moduli algebra) Acs of this theory is expected to be a new
description of the algebra of observables of Hamiltonian Chern Simons theory, i.e.
when the three manifold is equal to Σ x R.

In Sect 3 we generalize this construction to the case where the loop is an arbi-
trary framed link L in Σ x [0, 1]. We obtain observables associated to these framed
links which behave as desired they are gauge invariant and are invariant under
ambiant isotopy As a result we obtain a new type of ribbon invariants which
are not pure numbers but take their values in the algebra Acs- This algebra is
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non-commutative except in the case Σ = S2, where it is one dimensional. In that
case the ribbon invariants take their value in the field C.

The last part of our work gives the proof that these invariants in the case where
Σ = S2 are the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariants.

2. Summary of Works on Noncommutative Two Dimensional Yang Mills Theory

In this section we will make constant use of results obtained in [3, 10, 4]. Let Σ be
a compact connected oriented surface and let J be a triangulation of Σ. Let us
denote by £F the faces of 3~, by i f the set of oriented edges and if the set of
points (vertices) of this triangulation. If / is an edge, — / will denote the opposite
edge and we have {/,-/} C if.

If / is an oriented edge it will be convenient to write / = xy, where y is the
departure point of / and x the end point of /. We will write y = d(l) and x = e(l).

Let A be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra such that each finite dimensional A-
module is semisimple. Let lπ(A) be the set of all equivalency classes of finite
dimensional irreducible representations, in each of these classes ά we will pick out

α

a particular representative α. Let us denote by V the vector space on which the
representation α acts.

We will denote by α (resp. α) the right (resp. left) contragredient representation
α

associated to α acting on F * and defined by: ά = 'α o S (resp. α = 'α o S~x). We
will also denote by 0 the representation of dimension 1 related to the counit ε.

As usual, let R = Σi at ® b\ denote the universal R matrix of A and let us
define the invertible element u of A by u = ΣiS(bi)ai (properties of u can be
found in [12].) Two important elements of A are the ribbon central element v
defined by v2 = uS(u) and the element μ = uv~ι. It will be convenient to define the
endomorphism μ= α(μ) and the complex number va by a(v) = uαl. If (β) G lτr(A)xn

(β) (β) Λ W A (β) ^ n βt

we will use the notation V to denote the space V= Qs)/=1 V and μ = Q9/=1μ.
Let Rf = σ(R), where σ is the permutation operator acting on A ®A. We will

use the standard notation:

-R, R^)=R'-1. (1)

The ^-dimension of α is defined by [Jα] = tr(α(μ)).
α α α α α

Let (e /|z = 1 dim V) be a particular basis of V9 and (β ι\i = 1 dim F ) its

dual basis. We will define the linear forms gJ

i = (eJ\cc(')\ei).

The existence of R implies that they satisfy the exchange relations:

^ α β =β α "£

also equivalent to:

where L ( α ® β)(R) and /?<->

Let Γ be the restricted dual of A: it is by definition the Hopf algebra generated

as a vector space by the elements gιj.
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The action of the coproduct on these elements is:

= Σ 9k®ϊj (4)j j
k

α

V can be endowed with a structure of right comodule over Γ:

Δa(e,) = Σ«/®ίί ' (5)
J

Let a,β be two fixed elements of lrr(A). By assumption finite dimensional rep-
resentations are completely reducible, therefore we can write:

« ^ = 0 Nyy. (6)
yelπ(A)

Let us define, for each y, (ι/^'^)m = 1 fN; a basis of Hom^(F 0 V,V) and

( O » = i w i a b a s i s o f

α β φy'β y φ7'™ y. β

F® γJ^γ^v 0 F . (7)

We have the relation:

gχβg2=ΣΦΓβgφy,i (8)

We can always assume that these interwiners satisfy the following relations*

Σ^Φyi = id, , , (9)

(12)

® ^ ; ' ) , (is)

C ^ f e ^ ; / ! id,), (14)

where Λα̂ y = (ϋα^t;* 1) 1/ 2 and MeGL(Nlβ).

Definition 1 (Gauge symmetry algebra). Let us define for z e ir, the Hopf algebra
Γz = Γ x {z} and Γ = ®Z^ ΓZ. This Hopf algebra is ''the gauge symmetry
algebra."

y rj

If z is a vertex we shall write gz to denote the embedding of the element g
in Γz.

In order to define the non-commutative analogue of algebra of gauge fields we
have to endow the triangulation with an additional structure [14], an order between
edges incident to each vertex, the cilium order.
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Definition 2 (Ciliation). A ciliation of the triangulation is an assignment of a cil-
ium cz to each vertex z which consists in a non-zero tangent vector at z. The
orientation of the surface defines a canonical cyclic order of the links admitting z
as departure or end point. Let l\,l2 be links incident to a common vertex z, the
strict partial cilium order <c is defined by.

h <ch if h^h>—h and the unorίented edges cz,l\,l2 appear in the cyclic
order defined by the orientation.

If l\J2 are incident to a same vertex z we define:

+ 1 i f / i < c / 2

-1 ifh<ch '

Definition 3 (Gauge fields algebra). The algebra of gauge fields [3] A is the
α α

algebra generated by the elements u (l)ιj with I e J£,ot e lπ(A)JJ = 1 dim V
and satisfying the following determining relations:

Commutation rules.

α β *P β α

u (xy)ι u (zy)2R\2 =u (zy)2 u (xy)\ ,

α oίβ β β α

u (xy)\Rl2 u (yz)2 =u (yz)2 u (xy)x ,

°^ α β β α

1̂2 u (yx)ι u (yz)2 =u (yz)2 u (yx)x ,

i, (yz) e ££x +z and xy <cyz ,

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

Decomposition rule.

u (xy)ι u (zt)2 =u (zt)2 u (xy)ι ,

V x, y9z91 pair wise distinct in Ϋ~.

(19)

y,m

« ( / ) = ! , V/G £C .

(20)

(21)

Gauge covariance of gauge fields comes from the property that A is a right f
algebra comodule defined by the morphism of algebra Ω : A —> A ® f:

Ω(u (xy)) =gxu (xy)S(gv). (22)

The subalgebra of gauge coinvariant elements of A is denoted Λmv. Moreover it can

be shown that u (—1) =μ ~u u (/). If z is a vertex we will define Ωz : A —> A <g> Γz

to be equal to Ωz = (id ® pz)Ω, where pz : Γ —> Γz is the morphism of the algebra
defined by pz = <S>xerxή=zεx.
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It was shown (provided some assumption on the existence of a basis of A of a
special type) that there exists a unique non-zero linear form h G Λ* satisfying:

1 (invariance) {h 0 id)Ω(α) = h(a) 0 1 Wa e Λ,
2. (factorisation) h(ab) = h(a)h(b)

\/a G Ax, Mb G Aγ, MX, Y C L, (X U -X) Π (7 U - 7 ) = 0

(we have used the notation Ax for X c S£ to denote the subalgebra of A generated

as an algebra by u (/) with / G X and α G \rv{A)).
It can be evaluated on any element using the formula*

h(Z (I))) = δy,0 , (23)

where 0 denotes the trivial representation of dimension 1, corresponding to the
counit.

It is convenient to use the notation J dh instead of h. The following formula is
quite important:

h(u(l)ιμ2u(~l)2)=^ΓPn. (24)

We will use this linear form h in Sect. 4 to compute link invariants.
A path P (resp. a loop P) is a connected path (resp. a loop) in the graph

attached to the triangulation of Σ, it will also denote equivalently the continuous
curve (resp. loop) in Σ defined by the links of P. Following the definition for links,
the departure point of P is denoted d(P) and its endpoint e(P). A colored path is
a couple (P, α), where P is a path and α is an element of lrr(A). In the rest of this
work, we will use as a shortcut the word path instead of colored path This should
cause no confusion

Properties of paths and loops such as self intersections, transverse intersections
will always be understood as properties satisfied by the corresponding curves on Σ

Let xo,...,xn be points of Ψ" such that xz+iX/ is an edge of the triangulation.
This collection of points defines a path P = [xn,.. .,XQ], with departure point xo and
end point xn. In [10] we defined the sign £(x^P) = ε((xι+\xι),(xixi-\)).

If P is a simple path P = [xn, ,x0] with xo+xn, we can define the holonomy
along P by

up= υί '-1 11 u(xpxp-ι) (25)
p=n

When C is a simple loop C = [xn+\ = xo,xn, . ,XQ], we will define the holonomy
along C by

WC= l>α 11 w(Xp+lXp). (26)

In [10] we defined an element of A, which we called the Wilson loop attached
to C.

Wc=tr(μuc) (27)

This element is gauge invariant and moreover it does not depend on the departure
point of the loop C This last property can be easily shown using another equivalent
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α

expression of We'.

Wc= ωα(C)tr.«»+, ( μ ®"+1 Π/>,,_, ( Π « (XJ+IXJ)JAJ) U (X,XO)O) , (28)
V \ \ ) j

where Aj is the matrix Rfl'{C))~ι and ωα(C) = ^ (

The equivalence between relations (27) and (28) uses the simple identity:

(μ, P12(α ® α X ^ " 1 ) ) = o id. , (29)

where ε = ± 1 .

Remark 1. Compared to our first definition of ωα(C) in [10], we have used a
different normalisation; they are related by a simple factor ι;α. The normalisation of
the Wilson loops is discussed in [10] in great details.

Remark 2. Expression of the type (28) is reminiscent of the formulas of [16] for
the conserved charges in the context of quantum lax pairs.

α

It can be shown that We satisfies the following fusion relation:

WcWc= Σ KβWc, (30)
yelπ(A)

where C is any simple loop.
It was also shown that the following commutation relations hold:

[Wc,Wc>] = 0 (31)

when C, C are simple loops without transverse intersections.
The geometrical content of this last result is very natural and explained in the

sequel.

Remark. We can define the algebra A for any type of graph provided that the graph
is endowed with a total order of the link incident to each vertex. In particular we
can consider any triangulation of any manifold of dimension greater than three, and
define a non-commutative lattice gauge theory associated to it. Unfortunately in that
case we lose the property (31) which is of central importance to define a non-
commutative Yang Mills action commuting with gauge invariant elements. This is
the reason which prevents us to extend the present formalism to higher dimensions.

Although the structure of the algebra A depends on the ciliation, it has been
shown in [3] that the algebra Λ.inv does not depend on it up to isomorphism. This is
completely consistent with the approach of V.V. Fock and A.A. Rosly: in their work
the graph needs to be endowed with a structure of ciliated fat graph in order to
put on the space of graph connections stf1 a structure of Poisson algebra compatible
with the action of the gauge group Gι. However, as a Poisson algebra s$ι jGι is
canonically isomorphic to the space JίG of flat connections modulo the gauge group,
the Poisson structure of the latter being independent of any choice of r-matrix [14].
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In [10] we introduced a Boltzmann weight attached to any simple loop C and
defined by:

δc = Σ [da] We (32)
αelrr(Λ)

It was shown that this element satisfies a delta function property:

δc uc) = δι;δc . (33)

We were led to define an element <2YM, generalizing to our setting the exponential
of the Yang Mills action in the topological limit and defined by:

= Π δcy

(note that from the relation (31) the elements of this product are pairwise commut-

ing).
This element satisfies the equation:

1

ciYM uc= \aYM , (34)

for each homologically trivial simple loop on Σ. This element is the non-commutative
analogue of the projector on the space of flat connections. The argument leading to
commutation relation (31) can be generalized, and it was proved in [4] that δ?,f for
/ G !F is a central element of Λmv.

The algebra Acs = ΛimaγM was shown [4] to be independent, up to isomor-
phism, of the triangulation As a result it was advocated that Acs is the algebra of
observables of the Chern Simons theory on the manifold Z x R This is supported
by the topological invariance of Acs (i e this algebra depends only on the topolog-
ical structure of the surface Σ and not on the triangulation) and the flatness of the
connection

This geometrical representation of Acs is particularly appealing. In particular
α

the element We that we already built should be interpreted as being the observable
associated to the Wilson loop of horizontal curves, i.e. loops in Σ x {t}. The time t,
which is the third coordinate in Σ x R, manifests itself in the algebraic point of view
as an element used to order the observables if C\, , Cn are colored loops on Σ,
the element Wcx Wcn is the observable associated to the link L = U/LiK^'^)}?
where t\ < < tn. Note that we are free to choose any time tt provided that they
respect the order t\ < < tn This relative independence on the time variable is a
simple consequence of the vanishing of the hamiltonian of Chern-Simons theory.

In particular, if C and C are curves on Σ with no intersection points, the curves
(C, t) and (C\t') never intersect. As a result we obtain that

a β β α

WcWσ = WσWc, (35)

which is the result (31) (note that this last result was proved in the more general
case where there are no transverse intersections).

Our aim is now to construct in the algebra Acs the observables related to the
Wilson loop associated to any link in Σ x [0, 1]

Remarks 1. In order to simplify our work we have assumed that the surface has
no punctures This situation can be handled using vertical lines as shown in [4].
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2. The definition of the element δc assumes that the algebra A has a finite number
of irreducible representations. Unfortunately we want to apply our formalism to the
case where A = %q(^). When q is generic we can however formally bypass this
technical problem using the formal properties of δc such as (33). The only infinity
which can possibly occur comes from the square of δc due to the relation:

(36)

The only sensible way to cure this problem seems to work with q being a root
of unity and to truncate the spectrum either by quotienting by an appropriate ideal
or by using the formalism of weak quasi Hopf algebra as shown in [3, 4].

3 . C o n s t r u c t i o n o f O b s e r v a b l e s WL A s s o c i a t e d t o L i n k s l i n l x [ 0 , 1]

3.1. Links and chord diagrams. A link in Σ x [0, 1] is an embedding of (Sι)Up

into Σ x [0, 1]. On the set of links we can define a composition law [19], denoted *
defined as follows: let y ^ j be any increasing diffeomorphism from [0, 1] to [α, b]9

and let us denote j ^ a ̂  = idj x j[a,b] The composition L*ίJ is defined by

L * l ' = 7 [ O i ] ( I ) u 7 [ i ) 1 ] ( L ' ) , (37)

which is an element of

J ] u I x { | , I x [|, lj = 2Γ x [0, 1].

When the links are considered up to an ambiant isotopy this composition is as-
sociative and admits the empty link as a unit element. This composition law is
commutative if and only if Σ is homeomorphic to the sphere.

In the sequel we will use as a shortcut the term link to denote a colored link in
I x [0, 1] (a link in Σ x [0, 1] with an element of lπ(A) attached to each connected
component of L) such that the projection of L on Σ is a union of loops on Σ in
generic position (i.e. no more than double points and transverse intersections at

i

these points). Let us denote by (L)i=\ p the connected components of the link L,
i

αz G \n{A) the color of this component, and by P the colored loop obtained by
i

projecting L on Σ. It is very convenient to associate to the link L a colored chord
i

diagram [21, 9, 1] which will encode intersections of the loops P . This chord
diagram is constructed as follows: the projection of the link on Σ defines p colored
loops on Σ with transverse intersections. This configuration of loops defines uniquely

a colored chord diagram by the standard construction. Let us denote by (S)i=\ p

i

the coloured circles of the chord diagram. Each circle S is oriented. We will denote
i . . . . i .

by (yj)j=\ n. the intersection points of the circle S with the chords. We will assume

that they are labelled in such a way that yj appears before yJ+ι with respect to the

cyclic order defined by the orientation of the circles. Let Y = {J?=ι{yj,j = 1 «/}.
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We define a relation ~ on the set Y by:

y ~ y' if and only if y and j / are connected by a chord . (38)

We will denote by φ the immersion of the chord diagram in Σ, in particular we
i i

have P= φ(S). Each intersection point of the projection of I on I has exactly
two inverse images by φ in the chord diagram and these points are linked by a

i

unique chord If p, q are two points of S we will use the notation [pq] to denote
ί

the oriented arc segment of S having q as departure point and p as endpoint. In

the rest of this work we will assume that φ[yj+]yj] contains at least two edges,
for all ij. This allows us to find a point ZjES such that ZjE] J^-Jy-i [and φ(zj)
is a vertex of the triangulation. This is a purely technical assumption which could

i

be easily removed. Each circle S is the union of 2nι oriented arc segments of type

[yjZj] and [z7#y-_j]. Let us denote by £fx this family of segments, £f = {Jf=l^i a n ^

To each segment s = [/>#] of 5^ we will as usual denote its end point e(s) = /?,
its departure point d(s) = ^, and associate to s the vector spaces Vq- and F̂ + such

that Vq- = VPΪ=V .

If β is a point of Y U Z, we define s(α+) (resp ^(ίz")) to be the unique element
of Sf such that e(s(a+)) = a (resp d(s(a~)) = α) We shall also use the arc segment
s{μ) = ιs (α 4 ")U^(α").

Let α E FUZ, and ξ E {+,-} , we define /(ας) to be the link of the path
φ(s(aς)) incident to φ(a).

£f being a finite set, we choose on it a total ordering and denote by <J the strict
ordering associated to it. This ordering allows us to define two vector spaces J7-
and V+ :

V- = Vx- and V+ = Vd(sy = (39)

where the order in the tensor product is taken with respect to <.
Let a9b G YUZ and ξ,η G { + , - } , and assume that φ(a) = φ(b). We will use

as a shortcut the notation:

--ε(l(aξ)J(bη)) . (40)

Fig. 1.
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We define the space Ay by:

Λ<, = A <g> (g) Homίfy,)-, F φ ) + ) , (41)

where the order in the tensor product is taken with respect to <.
Let a,b e YUZ and ξ,η G {+,—}. We shall always use the notation Paξbη to

denote the permutation operator exchanging the vector spaces Vaξ and V& in a tensor
product of vector spaces.

If s is an element of Sfi we denote by j s the canonical injection j s : A 0

Let us define two types of holonomy along s:

• us £ A®Hom(Vd(S)-,Ve(S)+) is defined by us = uφ(S), (the right-hand side has
already been defined so that there is no risk of confusion).

• Us e Ac, is defined by Us =js(Mφ)).

We have to introduce both of these holonomies because in the rest of this work
some of the constructions are easier to formulate with Us whereas some are easier
to work with us. These two points of view were already appearing in our previous
work. Indeed if C is a closed path then We which is defined by (27) can also be
written as (28). The expression (27) only uses the holonomies u(l) (playing the
role of variables us) whereas expression (28) uses only the variables u(l)j (playing
the role of variables Us.) The definitions and notations we are explaining in this
section have been designed to include automatically the auxiliary space previously
labelled by a number. As a result the holonomy Us is labelled by a segment s and
the auxiliary space is also labelled by the same segment. This has the advantage to
greatly simplify the notations. The price to pay is that we have to choose a total
order on 6f (the order <).

To formulate the exchange relations satisfied by the Us we will introduce one
more definition:

i J

Definition 4. Let a,b be two points of Y UZ such that a eS, b eS and φ(a) =
φ(b), let us define the endomorphism:

( ^ 0 Vbn) {resp. E n d ( ^ 0 Vaξ)) if s(aξ)<s(b^) (resp. if s(bη)<
s(a*)) by:

ί ξ if s{a*) < s(b^)

From the previous definitions, the endomorphism R^a ^ acts on the space Vaξ 0 V\?\
or Vhn 0 Vaξ depending of the order of s(aξ) and s(bξ) with respect to o. It will

be sometimes useful to use the notation R^p^σ ^ to denote the element R or i?'" 1

(depending on the order of s(aξ) and s(bη) with respect to < c ) represented on the
space VcP 0 Vdσ or V^ 0 VcP (depending on the order of s(cp) and s(dσ) with respect

to <. Note that the relation R^P^d'c^ = ι ® 1 always holds true.
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Proposition 1 (General exchange relations). The elements US9 s G ίf satisfy the
following exchange relations in Λ#>.

^^)U[yιZι]UiV2Z2] - UbV2]υ[ziVι], V[^ 1 z 1 ] ,b 2 z 2 ] G <?,yι ~ y2

y^-ιU[y2Z2] = U[y2Z2]U[y]Z]], V[^ 1 z 1 ] ,b 2 z 2 ] G ^

Z2y2]R^v^ = U[z2y2]U[zιy]h V[zιyιl[z2y2] G <?,

- 1 ^ , ^ = ί / [ Z L V 2 ] ^ ^ ^ ) - ^ [ v i z i l ? Vt^ziLfz!^] G ̂ , ^ - y2 ,

ί/Sl ί/,2 = US2USι, Vsus2 G y7, 0(.si) Π φ(s2) = 0 .

Proof. It follows straightforwardly from the definition of Us and the exchange
relations of the gauge fields u(l). •

Up to now we have not used the information coming from the topology of the
I

link, i.e over and under crossings of the projected paths P. This will be encoded
in the following definition*

Definition 5. Let < be any fixed strict total order on Y, we define a family
{^y)}yeY of elements a / ® 5 G y H o m ( F r f ( i ) - , ^ ) as follows: let \y,y'} be any
pair of points of Y such that y ^ y1 We can always assume {otherwise we just
exchange y and y') that y < y\

^00 = ί#y~v+)-λ ifψ{s{y)) is above φ(s(y'))

\jt(y+v'+)R(y-y+)-\R(y-y'+)-i if φ(s(y)) is under φ(s(y'))

if φ(s(y)) is above ψ{s{y'))
, , /- +Ϊ (43)

>' }^(J_V'_ if φ{s(y)) is under φ(s{y'))

This definition defines completely the elements M^ for any y G Y. Similarly if z

is an element of Z we will define 2ftSz^ — RSZ 2 ) - 1 .

The reader can legitimately find the definition of ^ ( v ) obscure. This definition
should be clear after reading the next lemmas.

At this point it is very important to understand that 3$^ depends on numerous
orderings namely

• the total order < on Y
• the total order < on 5^
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• the partial order coming from the ciliation
• the under and overcrossings of the projection of the link.

We will sometimes write ^y\<) to make explicit the dependence in < .
Let us define the cyclic permutation operator:

σ=Pt , f[Pι > Pt t .

We now have defined the framework necessary to associate to L an element of
A denoted WL which generalizes the construction of Wilson loops. We denote by
< / the strict lexicographic order induced on Y by the enumeration of the connected
components of L and a choice of departure point for each of these components, i.e.

yp<ι yq if and only if i <j or (/ = j and p > q.)
p<ι yq

i

Let us denote the holonomy along the circle S by

(44)

where ω(S) = υai

 p

This holonomy generalizes the holonomy we associated in [10] to simple loops:
the elements M^ contain all the information on the relative crossings of the pro-
jection of the link L.

i

Let y be a point of Y such that y ES, let [zy] = s(y~) and [yt] = s(y+), we
can define the holonomy

(45)

which is such that

4= Π (^('yJ^m))^° . (46)
m=Πi

The following important lemmas describe the commutation relations of the ele-
ments %{y) which explain the definition of Φ\

ί

Lemma 1. Let y be a point of Y in S and let us denote by y' the point of
Y connected by a chord to y, and assume that y <y'. We have the following
commutation relations:

• If s(y)Πs(y') = 0 and φ(s(y)) is above φ(s(y')\ then

' ' ^ ^ . ) , (47)

where /?(>'"/+) = £ r <χr ® βr,+
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• ifs(y) Π s(y') ~ {z}, with z = d(s(y)) = e(s(y')) and φ(s(y)) is above φ(s(y'))
then:

r

Let a,b be two distinct points of Y we denote by τa^ < the total order on Y
obtained from < by permuting a and b.

The first relation can also be written'

• if y and y' are points of Y linked by a chord such that s(y) Π s(y') — 0 with
y < y1 and φ(s(y)) above φ(s(/)):

¥y\<)^y'\<) = Σβ'y,M
yXτyty, <Wy\τy,y <)Riy:0~lS2(oίy-), (49)

r

where R{v~y'+) = Σla y_ ® β'y,+.

• if y and y' are points of Y linked by a chord such that s(y) Γ)s(y') = 0 with
y < y' and φ(s(y)) under φ(s(y')):

¥y\<)Φ'\<) = Σβr

y+^y)(τy,y' <Wiy\h,y <)5(«V- )RyCp • (50)

(Similarly if s(y) Π s(y') = {z} with z — d(s(y)) = e(s(y')) the last two equations

hold true if one replaces the left-hand side by ^y)R{z~z+)~ι^iy)).

Proof This lemma is a direct consequence of the following computation:

u[2V]R(y~y+)-ιu[yt]u[z,yΊRίy'~y'+^

= Σ β*?+ UmUίy,nU[zy]UWyΊS
2(a'y. )

= Σ β'/+R(/+y+) u ι y n u[γt] u[zΎ] u[zy]R
{y~ y' ~ ̂ 2 ( α ^ )

Equations (47,48) are a straightforward consequence of the previous computations
and the definition of ^ y \ D

Lemma 2. Let y\, yι be two points of Y not connected by a chord and let y[, y'2
be the points of Y such that y\ ~ y[, yι ~ y'2 If we assume s(y\) fλs(yι) = 0,
we have the following relation:

{\<) = %(y2\<)¥yι\<) . (51)
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Moreover if we assume y\ < yι and {y'γ.y^} ^ {y ^ Y> y\ < y < yi\ — 0 the last
relation can also be written'.

^\<)Φ2\<) = ^(y2\τyuy2 <yViyι\τyity2 < ) . (52)

Of course if s(y\) Πs(y2) = {z} with z = d(s(y\)) = e(s(y2)) the previous

equations hold true if we replace the left-hand side by: ^(yι\<)R{z~z+)l

Proof The first part follows straightforwardly from the definition of M^ and
the assumption s(y\)Πs(y2) = $. The second part comes from the fact that the
relative order of yι and y\ with respect to < is the same as the one with respect
to τyuyi < . D

3.2. Definition and first properties of the observables Wι associated to a link
L c Σ x [0, 1]

Definition 6 (Generalized Wilson loops). To each link in I x [0, 1] satisfying the
assumptions of Sect. (3.1) we associate an element Wι of the algebra A by the
following procedure', let us denote by Ψ*L the element

where μ<? = (g)

From the definition of σ it follows that: 1VL e A (8) Hom(F_, V+).
The Wilson loop associated to the link L is defined by Wι = tr^_ ΊV^ where

\xy_ means the partial trace over the space V- after the natural identification
V+ = V-. It will be convenient to write

When L is a simple loop in Σ x {t}9 the element WL we just defined is equal to
the Wilson loop we already defined by Eq. (27).

This element satisfies very important properties which are contained in the fol-
lowing theorem:

Theorem 1. Let L be a link in Σ x [0, 1], then WL does not depend on the labelling
of the components nor on the choice of departure points of the components. As
a result W is a function on the space of links with values in A. Moreover this
mapping takes its value in Amv.

If L and L' are two links, we have the morphίsm property:

WLiζL, = WLWV . (55)

Proof. We will first show that Wι is invariant under relabelling of the connected
components of the link. It suffices to show that Wι is invariant under the exchange
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i ι+\

of S and S for all i. Let j = i + 1, we can write

WL = Trq(A %% B)

(ij)

Let < / denote the lexicographic order associated to the labelling of the connected

components after the exchange of S and S , it is obtained from the first lexicographic

order </ by exchanging the points yn<ι </ yx with the points yn<\ </ yx

In order to prove invariance under the permutation of the connected components it
suffices to show that:

The proof goes as follows if yγ is not connected to any ynv then we deduce from
the second lemma that*

Let τq denote the permutation τq = Π/?=i τ< > We n a v e J u s t proved that if yx

is not connected to any ym we have:

<ι)B)

This last equation still holds true even if yx is connected by a chord to ym . We
will show it if m = Πj, the other cases are treated with the same method
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Let us assume first that φ(s(yx)) is above φ(s(ym)) and apply Lemma 1:

' s fί, \ ,i

ynj

))

<ι)B)

τx <ι)B).

If φ(s(yx)) is under φ(s(ym)) we use the same type of proof but use instead rela-
tion (48).

Up to now we have shown that we can move °U^y^ to the right with an exchange

of </ into τ\ </. The same arguments apply as well to %(y^ up to %^y"'\ We finally
end up with the following equation:

Π τpΛ^. .^l Y\τp<
J Y J

which establishes the result because < / = YΫp=Uι τp < - This ends up the proof that
WL is invariant under relabelling of the connected components of L.

Let us prove now that Wι is invariant under the choice of departure points of
i

the curve P used to define Wι. From the first part of the theorem that we just have
proved, we can write:

WL = Ύxq{Φ^dZn^ Φ^A) . (56)
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Once again the idea of the proof is to use Lemmas 1 and 2 to move ^y"< ^ to the
right.

Let us define c, </ the strict order deduced from </ by applying a cyclic per-
ι i i i i

mutation to yfh, .,yλ such that yfh_] cz </ <\cι </ yλ cι </ yUι

Assume first that yΆι is not connected to any of the points yp, we can therefore
write, from Lemma 2

which is equal to*

(57)

This proof does not work, but the result is still true, with the exception of /?, = 2
In that case one has to generalize Lemma 2 to the case where s(y\) Πs(y2) =
{z,zf},zφzf. We leave the details to the reader

Assume now that yfh is connected to one of the points yp, and let us choose
p = rii-\ to show the structure of the proof:

using Lemma 1 and the property of the quantum trace
Finally we obtain.

WL = T r ^ ^ - ' V * « < / ) ^ ( ^ - l } <%{'y»>\τ, , <ι)<%('yi\τ, , <ι)A)

x(τ,

It is easy to show using the same method that this result holds as well whatever
the value of p can be

We have shown that we can always replace the departure point z\ by its neigh-

bour zllr As a result, by a trivial induction, it proves that Wι is invariant under the

change of departure point of each connected component.
Let us now show that WL is a gauge invariant element It is easy to show that

Wι is a co-invariant element under the coaction Ωx, where x G /V\φ(Y) : this is the
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same standard proof of Prop. 2 in [10]. The only non-trivial part comes from the
i

points of φ(Y), i.e. the intersection points of the loops P . Let y G 7, according to
the previous part of the proof. We can always write WL — trq(%^A^y IS), where
y rsj y\ φ(y) above φ(y') and A and B are elements of the algebra A containing

no variable u (/) with / incident to φ(y).
We have:

Ωψ(y)(WL)

= Ίrq{U[zy]S{gy- )R^y+)-χgy+U ^ " ' + ) χ

= Σ T r , ( v Ulzy]S^~^-ιS(gy- )βi

y,+R(y~y'+)-χS2{ai

y. )gy,+ UmA
i

^ " ' + ) χ - )UίyΊΊB)

)U[fίΊBS2(oty.

y;;?-ιgy+gy+U[zy^

yΊR^~^-1 U[/tΊBS(gy- )S(gy-))

yf+gy+R^p-lU[2y^

]l&"y'+y>-ιU[y>nBS(gy- )S(gyf-))

As a result we get Ωφ(y)(Wι) £ A 0 1. Applying (id 0 ε) and using the comodule

definition, it follows that: Ωψ{y)(WL) = WL 0 1, i.e. WL is an element of Λinv.

Let UL1 be two links of Σ x [0,1], and {SL i = 1,...,pL}, (resp. {Sv i =
1,..., pu}) be the circles associated to the chord diagram of Z (resp. Z'). The family

i i

of circles of the chord diagram of Z * Z' is the union {5^ / = 1,..., pL} U {SL> ί —
19- 9PL'}' We can choose a labelling of the circles of the chord diagram of Z * L '
such that those of Z appear before those of U. Because φ(L) is above φ(Z') the
expression of M^ such that φ(y) G φ(L) Π φ(Zr) does not connect Z and L', i.e.
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^ ω = /jO'"/)-i. From the definition of WL*v we immediately get Ww = WLWL>.
This fact is the final step in the proof of the theorem. D

As already explained in Sect. 2, when L is a simple loop in Σ x [0,1], Wι has
two equivalent expressions: the first one, called "expanded form" (Eq. 28), can be
written as a partial quantum trace over the space A <g) (g)^G^Hom(Vd(s)-, Vφ)+),
whereas the second one (Eq. 27), called "contracted form," is expressed as a partial

quantum trace over the space A<8)§ζ)f=ι End(F). The relation between them is a
direct consequence of the following result:

if A e Hom(X, Y) and B e Hom(Ύ,Z) then BA = tcγ(PγiZB ®A) .

The definition of WL for arbitrary links is naturally defined in terms of the USi it

can of course be written in terms of a quantum partial trace over A 0 (&f=i End(F).
The expression is quite messy, the only essential point being that we can switch from
one expression to the other. This contracted form enjoys the following property:

i

Lemma 3. Assume that there exists a connected open path P CP such that

1. e{P) and d(P) are not intersection points of the projected link
2. My e φ~\P) and y' e Y\φ~\P) with y ~ / , φ(s(y)) is above φ(s(yf)\

then the Wilson loop associated to L can be uniquely written as

WL = trα ;(μι;α ;

 2 }uPvl }A), (58)
V

0ί, OL,

where A is an element of A® End(F, V) which components are linear combinations

of the matrix element of (u {l))ieφ{L)\p with coefficients depending only on the set
of links in φ(L)\P and the ciliation at each vertex of φ(L)\P. A path satisfying
properties 1) and 2) will be said to be "on top" of the link L

1

Proof From Theorem (1), we can always assume that P cP, and from the
independence under the choice of the φ(z) for z £ Z, we can always assume

that e(P) = φ(z\) As a result we can write: WL = Tγ(μ^ Πf=i σ ^ ( 1 ) Π f = 2 * ( / ) )

Because P is on the top of L we have ${y) = R(y~y+)~ι ifyeY and φ(y) e P

Using the formula

1

trr, ίii α u /?(Φi)"Φ2)+)-L, Λ _ .Mφ(e(s2)\P) /Γ<Λ\

iτvφ+)yi^e{sl)us\κ us2) — viλ

 usxuS2 , {Dbf)

we obtain the desired result. D

Proposition 2 (Regular isotopy). The element WL = WL\[Fe^δdF of ACs depends
only on the regular isotopy class of the link L, i e it satisfies the Reίdemeister
moves of type 0,2,3.

Proof. Let us first show an already interesting result in itself: if L,L' are two links
In I x R , L] (resp Z/l ) are connected curves included in L (resp L') and P
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(resp. Pf) are the projections of L\ (resp. L[) such that:

L\LX =L'\L[

φ(L)\P = φ(Lf)\P'
e(P) = e(P'), d(P) = d{Pf) and none of these points are intersection point
P (resp. Pf) is on top of L (resp. V)
the curve C = PP'~ι is a closed simple homologically trivial curve, then the
following equality is true:

WL = Wv . (60)

In order to show this easy result let us denote e = e(P) = e(Pf) and d = d(P) =
")> and assume that P and P' are colored by α,.
From the definition of a path being on top of L, we have:

Π δgpWL =

= Π

rα/(μ (ϋα, upvl

= π
FE3

xtr α/(μw(

= π
xtr α / (μ ί ; α ;

2 uP>vl } A)

= Π

The last line comes from the identity:

fi(e, C) + fife I 7 ) - ε(e,L) = 1 . (61)

This ends the proof of the intermediate result.
The proof of Reidemeister moves of type 0,2,3 is a direct byproduct of the

previous result, the proof of all these moves being easily reduced to move an open
strand on the top of the link. D

In [4] it was shown that if 3~ and ?Γ' are two ciliated triangulations of Σ, the
algebra Λcs(^~) a n d Λcs(&~') are isomorphic. Let us denote ig-^g-i : Λcs(^) —>
Acs{^~') as this isomoφhism. It was shown that this isomorphism preserves the
linear form h: if a e ΛCs(3~\ then h(a) = hf(i$-^>(a)), where h (resp. h! ) is the
linear invariant form on Λ{3Γ) (resp. on

Proposition 3 (Invariance under the change of triangulation). Let 3Γ and 3Γ1 be
two triangulations of Σ, and let R(3Γ,3Γr) be any triangulation which is a common
refinement of £Γ and 3~'. Let L {resp. Lf) be links in Σ such that L (resp. L')
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y

Fig. 2.

has all its projected components composed with links of ^Γ {resp ¥Γ'\ If L and

L' are related by a finite set of moves of type 0,2,3 involving the triangulation

R{$~,$~') then: ir,,r;{Wι) = Wι>. A direct consequence of this result is the equality

of expectation values, i e.: h{Wι) — h'{Wi').

Proof This is a direct consequence of Proposition 2 and the expression of

The only move which cannot be deduced from Proposition 2 is the first move.
Although being reduced to the move of strand on top of the link, the strand P
which is moved to P' is such that e{P),d{P) are elements of φ(Y) or PP'~X is not
a simple curve So we cannot apply directly the intermediate result.

In the next theorem we study the behaviour of Wι under the move of type 1.

i

Proposition 4 (Type I moves). Let L be as usual a link in I x [ 0 , l ] and P the

set of projected curves on Σ and let Lo<-± be another link whose projection P o c ±

differs from P by a move of type I {see Fig 2) applied to a curve colored by 0Lt,
we have the following relation.

WLo,± =vfWL (62)

Proof. Let C denote the closed curve C = φ{[y'z2]) U φ{[z2y]\ we have*

xtv*,(μu[Z[y]u[yZ2]u[Z2yΊu[yz3]A)

α or. α
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= (after the use of δcvaι

2 uy^υl U[Z2y>] = δcιd(Vy+,vy/_)

where

= δ y-

where id(v+,v,-) denote the identity endomoφhism)

_ ~ϊ^yy y ^^yy y ))—b\y y )^-*>κy y )~2byy y n^^y y 'λ w

From the relation:
£(yf ~ yr+) + ε(y~ yf~) — £(y~ y/+) + 1 ?

we can write:

which leads to ̂ c^ϊ > c + = ί ;α j^c^i We finally obtain the relation:

WLX+=VaWL. (63)

The proof in the other case is very similar and it can be shown that:

WLX-=v-λWL. Π (64)

From Propositions 2 and 3 we immediately obtain that WL is a ribbon invariant,
the link being endowed with the "blackboard framing" associated to the projection
Σ x [0,1] —> Σ. Let rii be the writhe of the ribbon defined by Zz, Propositions 2 and
3 imply that

l{L)={[v-n'WL (65)
i=\

is a link invariant element of the algebra ACs
A particularly simple situation appears when Σ = S2, because in that case WL is

essentially a number.
Indeed let Σ = S2, then from the independence of the algebra structure of Acs

under the choice of graph [4] we obtain that ACs(S2) is an algebra of dimension
1, (this comes from the fact that S2 is homeomorphic to a disk whose boundary
has been identified to a point). As a result we get ACs(S2) = C Π / € ^ " ^ / ^ e m e n
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deduce that.

WL = wL Π <% , (66)

with wι £ C.
This number wL satisfies the following equation:

WL*L' = WLWV , (67)

which is a trivial consequence of the identity WLWI> — WL+L1 and dim Acsiβ2) = 1.
In the next section we will show that wι is the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant

(denoted RT(L)) of the framed link L. We will have therefore a new description of
these invariants in term of traces of holonomies of flat connections in the spirit of
the work of E. Witten.

When Σ is not homeomorphic to S2, Acs is no more a trivial algebra. It is then
a quantization of the space Fun(Hom(πi(21), G)/G,C), a presentation by generators
and relations being given in [4]. This presentation is simply obtained by generalizing
the definition of A to arbitrary cell decomposition of the surface. By taking the
simplest one, i.e. one 2-cell, 2g edges and one point, these authors have obtained a
nice presentation of the Moduli algebra. This description is one of the steps to obtain
the complete set of irreducible unitary representation of Acs (even with punctures)
as described in [5]. We also have to mention the work [19, 2] for other interesting
constructions related to quantization of the moduli space of flat connections.

4. Relation Between the Observables WL with L C S2 x [0,1]

and Reshetikhin-Turaev Invariants

The aim of this section is to show that in the case of the sphere the invariant of link
wL is equal to the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant of the ribbon (endowed with the
blackboard framing) associated to L. The idea of the method is very simple: because
WL = wLaYM, we obtain wL = h(wLaYM)/h(aγM). It remains to integrate wLaYM over
all links of the triangulation. This is quite technical, the final answer being just the
Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant of the link L in the shadow world

Before explaining this proof we will first show that when A — ̂ Uqisl-i) and L is

a link colored with the fundamental representation, then wι = q^iUlP{L,q2), where

P(L,z) is the Jones polynomial of the link L.

Proposition 5 (Skein relations-Jones Polynomial). Let L+,L^,LQ be links in Σ x
[0,1] which coincide outside a ball and look as in (Fig 3) inside the ball.

In addition assume that A = fyqiβl-i) and that the links L+,L^,LQ have all their
components colored with the fundamental representation of A. We have the skein
relations'

qίiWL+-q~iWL_=(q-q~ιWLΰ. (68)

Moreover.

& ? ) , (69)

where P(L,z) is the Jones polynomial of the link L in the variable z.
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L+ Lb LO

Fig. 3.

Proof. Let us assume first that yp and yq belongs to the same circle of the chord
diagram. We can write:

Using this notation we obtain:

χ U[ypZp]BC)

= ^q(U[ynZn]U[Zn+σn}AU[ypZp]U[Zp+iyp]BC)

z^yΛR^py-ΪR^l^BC)
.n+iynl y n y p

Using the same method, we can check that:

WL_ = Ίτ^U^yA&W&'M

From the standard expression of R in the fundamental representation

1 / 2 2 \

(71)
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we obtain:

qimyj>7)R^w _ q-kR<> 7>ΐwW = {q _ q-^y7y^p _ _
^ vn )'p yP v,, yn yp

 w J yp yn >;« ) ' P

As a result we get

< M + - q-iwL_ =(q- q-χ)Ύvq{PyU,+pU[yΛι]AU[Zp+[Vp]R^yr^UlypZp]

xBR^'^^U^y,^ yPC)
y P y»

= (q - ί-̂ Tr.CΛ. ^^^μq^,^,^,,^]^^,^,)^^^^)

The effect of the permutation operator after taking the trace is to identify the points
y~ with y^ and y~ with _y+, therefore,

where WL> is the obvious generalization of the construction of the Wilson loop to the

link LQ (ambient isotopic to LQ) whose projection has a non-transverse intersection
a t Φ{yp) ( s e e Fig- 3).

We can now conclude that*

q±WL+-q-*WL_={q-q-x)WL(l. (72)

Similar arguments would also lead to the same result when yp and yq do not
belong to the same circle.

One can easily compute the factor v/ in the fundamental representation, we get
3 . 3 V^

V/ = q~ϊ As a result we obtain that ί{L) — q^^'Ulwi is a link invariant, satisfying
the skein relations q2i(L+) - q~2i(L_) = (q — q~ι)i(L0). From uniqueness of link
invariants satisfying these axioms we get i(L) — P(L,q2). D

We can now sketch a proof of the equality wι — RT(L) in the case where
A — tf/q(sl2) for any colour of the components of L. We will assume for simplicity

α β

that L has only one component. Let L # L be the cabling of the framed knot L
with two components coloured by α and β. It can be shown (it is not completely
obvious) that we have.

W(L#L) = Y:NlpW(L) (73)

This last equation generalizes the fusion equation (Eq. 30) to the case of links. From
the structure of the fusion ring of si(2) (it is a polynomial algebra in one variable),
we immediately obtain that we can write:

) (74)
n=0

with Ay(n) e C. But we also have the same fusion equation for the Reshetikhin-
Turaev invariant (this is trivial from the quasitriangularity property). As a result we
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also get:
α m f

RT(L)= ΣMn)RT(L#n) (75)
«=0

with the same AJji) as in (Eq. 74). It remains to use the equality RT(Lf) = WL> =
P(L',q2) for any link with arbitrary components coloured with the fundamental
representation to obtain the equality RT(L) = WL for any knot L arbitrarily colored.
When L has more than one component, it is easy to see that a generalization of this
proof works as well.

In the rest of this section we will give the proof of the theorem announced at
the beginning, i.e. in the case of the sphere the invariant of link wL is equal to the
Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant. This result is quite technical and the details are not
particularly interesting in themselves.

Let I be a link in D x [0,1], where D = [—1,1]2 and choose a braid with n
i

colored strands which closure gives L. We will denote by Qi=ίj „ the projections of
the strands on D and assume that they are in generic positions. Let βι be the colour

of the strand β. These βt take their values in the set {αy}. Let A = [0,1] x [0, j]
i

be the domain depicted in the picture where all the crossings of the β / = 1 > „ are

located, and divide A in r strips zl; = / ) n ( [ 0 , l ] x [ ^ }

 L~2Γ~^ 1 = J = r s u c n

that in each of these strips there is only one crossing. Let us denote by Cj and Cj
the upper horizontal part and lower horizontal part of the boundary of Aj and by
Lj and Rj the left vertical part and right vertical part of the boundary of Aj. Let
us also define Ao = (D\A) Π {(x,y),y ^ 0} and Ar+λ - (D\A) Π {(x,y),y ύ 0}.

i i

It will be convenient to use the paths Qj—Q ΠZl7, for j G {0,..., r + 1}. In each of
the domains Aj the piece of the link is an elementary braid composed of n strands
with at most one crossing.

We now construct a cell decomposition of D as follows:

• the set Ψ* of vertices is defined to be

/ i\ /p+i \ i ϊ

r = {xed(Air)Aj)θ s i<j ^ / ? + i } u ί U Q) n I U dAj I u ^ ί β n β )

(76)

• the set 3F of faces of the cell decomposition is defined to be the set of connected

components of £>\(U Q U7Co dΔj)

The ciliation at each vertex is shown on the following figure:
Let us denote by βin,...,βjι9 in this order (from left to right), the incoming

ί

colors of the curves {Qpi = l,...,w} according to Fig. 5 below, and denote by the
couple (nij, nij — 1) the location of the elementary braid (in order to simplify the
notations we have put m = nij in some of the formulas below).

We can define an element Bj for 0 ^ j ^ r -j- 1

ftl K K βim £ » - l βιn

Bj G τ l 0 E n d ( F 0 . . - Θ V, V (g) • V (8> V Θ K ) ( 7 7 )
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Fig. 4.

βm+1 βm βm-1

l x 'm-l

defined by:

1 0

B, = viBjy ^ • u(Ql)mu{Qj)m-,---u(QJ),

if Qj is above Q ] and 1 ^ j ^ r,

βj = ,)„ • «(β';)m-l«(β/)B. «(βy)l

if βy is under Q ] and 1 rg 7 ^ r,

if j = 0 or r + 1

(78)

(79)

(80)

with

<B,)= U% ' if 7 + 0 and

It is not difficult to see that"

k=\

ω> i f , = 0
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Lemma 4. Wι can be expressed as:

WL = Vcm({$ ft BΛ, (81)

where (β) = (βn,...,βι). WL can also be written:

WL = I Π δdf) WL = t % ) h ft */) , (82)

where we have defined Bj — (

Proof. The reader is invited to prove it. It is not difficult and uses only the ex-
i

change relations between the edge variables u(Qj). D

Our strategy will consist in showing that WL = (Πfe^δdf)tx{β)(μ YΫj=r+ιBj)

can also be written as:

WL = ( Π δdf) Hm Γμ ft Rj] > (83)

where Rj is the matrix Pmm-\(βm 0 j5m_i)(i?±) associated to the colored braid gen-
erator defined by the strip Aj. This will be sufficient to show that wL = RT(L).
However this is not at all a trivial result and we will use integration over the links
of the cell decomposition to obtain it.

Using again the commutation properties of Proposition 1 and the specific choice
of ciliation, we have:

Bj = Π δdfBj

/m+l ik

= v(Bj)Pm/n-i Π δd/AQj)k
\ k=n

XUCQJ^MQJ)*, Π δdfXQjh.
k=m-2

We will first establish a formula giving the expression of

βj Π dh(u(l)) (84)

in term of specific elements of the algebra A (which will be described in the sequel)
and in terms of the R matrix expressed in the shadow world.

/ v3 bf v4 \
Let us denote by R^ I c a I, where p,q,a,b,c,bf are irreducible rep-

\v2 b vj/
resentations of A and vi,V2,V3,V4 are integers labelling multiplicities, the value of
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pq

R±] in the shadow world, i.e

pq V3 b' v 4 \

c a \ i d a ( 8 5 )

v2 b V\J

Lemma 5. The result of integration over gauge fields associated to interior links
of a plaquette P=AUBUCUB' describing an over crossing'

has the following expression:

jdh(u{xy))dh(u{yz'))dh{u(zy))dh(u(yx'))δdAδdBδdcδdBI u (xyz')2 u (zyx1),

I

Σ
a,b,c,b' Elπ(A)

'V3 b' V4\ /V3 fe' V4̂

c a I ^ I c a

/ V 3 *7 M q
where TP \ c a is an element of Λ® End(F

\ V2 b V\ J

p q p
defined by.

' v 3 b' v 4

 N

α = McUi u (x'x)φb

cf u ( x z ) C 1 u

x(zz')%γP u ( zV)^ v R') . (86)

//ί /̂ze case of an under crossing the same formula is valid after the exchange of

u (xyz')2 u {zyx')\ in u {zyx')\ u (xyz')2 and R^ in R(~\

Proof We first show the identity:

^dA^dB^dc^cB'{u (xyz )j u {zyx )2— u (xzz )i u (zz x )2) = 0 (87)

which is a simple consequence of the flatness condition and the particular choice of
ciliation
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Indeed,

δdAδdβδdcδdB' u {xyz')γ u {zyx')2

= δdBδdcδdB' u (xy)\v2

p

 yAγ })δdA u (yzz')λ u (zyx')2

= δdΛδdBδdcδdB> u (xyzz')ι u (zyx')2

= δdAδdBδdcδdBf u (xzz')i u (zyχ'h

= δdBδdc u {xzz')ιδdAδdB> u (zyx')2

= δdλδdB'δdβδdc u (xzz')ι u {zzrx')2 .

Therefore we obtain:

Jdhiuixy^dhiuiyz'^dhiuizy^dhiuiyx'^δeAδe^cδ^x u (xyzf)x u {zyx')2

= δdp u (xzz')χ u {zzfx')2 ,

where P denotes the plaquette AUBUB' UC.
After the use of the decomposition rules of gauge field elements we obtain:

s: P v * \\
O[χ>χzz']U[χzz']U[zz'x']\V pVq)1

ίcc C c c p p

pc pc qc

= Σ [dc]vqtYVc(μu[x'x]u[xz]u[xz] R' u[zzΊu[zzΊu[zzΊ R~ιR~ι u[z>χf]u\
c

1

pc bq

= Σ [dc]vqtrVc(μuίx>x]φ
b

cpu[xz-\\j/ξc R ΦcPΦbqU[zz']ΨHlb R Ψb°
cbab'

CP . M llh>

x R-χ R!

= Σ K]t
c, b, a, b'

h' \ (υaυw\*
c a

(VgVb'

<-> y b "){vbvc

which establishes the result previously announced (in order to improve the check of
this proof we have deliberately omitted multiplicities). D

Let Aj2jl - [jjίj, Δj f ° r I ύ j \ ύ h ^ P> w e c a n w r i t e dΔh,h = ch uRJu\ u

Cj2 U Lj2jx, where as usual Rj2jx and Lj2jx denote the right vertical part and left
vertical part of the boundary of 4/Wi ^ w ^ ^ e c o n v e n i e n t to choose for each (β) G

xn,7o)'y« € Irr(^) a particular basis, denoted {ψp,p G /^(yn,yo)} of the spaces

( K, F), recursively defined by: {MYy"n^"+l ® "/(«), σ € /(^(yπ,y0),yιi e

Jτr(A)9m = h...,Ny

y

n

n+ιβnJ is the basis
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We will also define a basis {φp,p G O^\yo,yn)}), of the spaces
(β)

V®V) recursively defined by: {(φTm

β , 0 id{β))φσ,σ e O(β)(yn,y0),yn G
" ! + i " n + i j/

m = 1, .,Nj," is the basis {<£p,p e

If φ is an element of
(β) 7o

V 0 V, V) we have

φ o φ =

and φ is an element of

(88)

where α ^ G C. We will use the notation (ψ,φ) to denote the number

The previous choices of basis assure that (φp,φσ) G {0,1} if p G I^\yn>yo)

7« ( ^ )

We will now associate to each domain ^ i 2 j l , an element of A 0 Hom(F 0 V,
) defined by:

l ^
4Xo)o Π ύ(*ι (89)

(i?)

and an element of A (g) Hom(K,0, V <g> V) defined by

χo)oΦσ (90)

With these elements we can build a generalisation of the element 2Γ introduced
in Lemma (5) by:

P'

P

(91)

where (β),(β') are elements of Irr(^) x w , yo,yn are elements of lπ(A) and p G

^ ^ ^(70J7/Z) a n d P7 G I^\yn,yo) according to the picture below:

Pn'γ' β,', '̂ β,

y,,

"-' I ^ i rj Ή-^H

β/-1 β..

Fig. 7.

These elements are satisfying remarkable properties which are collected in the
next three lemmas:
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Lemma 6. Let 7*1,72,73 be integers such that 1 ^ j \ ^ 72 ^ 73 ^ r the following
relation holds:

yλ Π

Lemma 8 (Closure of the braid).

I yn yΛ βλ =WdD (ψp,, φp) . (94)
) )

1 ( \

= j^j VA A Λ hn 70 I («/y, <M , (92)

(β),(β'),(β") are elements oflτr(A)xn, yo>yn.yό»vή α r e elements oflπ(A)

and p G 0<«()Ό,7«),/O' € /(/J/)(?«,7o) σ' e ^ V o . / J and σ" e /^'>(yi,yΌ).

Lemma 7. Consider the strip Aj and let us denote (β) — (βZ n,..., β^) ί/ze incoming
representations.

The formula of Lemma 5 can be extended to the case of a strip Aj,

iu ~ ( P' \
I Π dh(u(Qj))Bj = Σ WyJ^Aj [in 7o (Ψ^RjΦp) . (93)

k=\ yo,y«elrr(Λ) \ O /

ΓB3r I y yΛ βλ W

The proofs of these lemmas are not very difficult and are left to the reader. They
imply the following proposition:

Proposition 6 (Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant). Let L be a link in D x [0,1], the

element Wι can be written
WL=WLγ\ δdf , (95)

where wL = RT(L).

Proof From Lemmas (6,7) we obtain:

l B = *r( P' )/ lR \
le(A\dA)n^ j=r yo,ynelπ(A) \ p J \ y=r /

p'ei{β\yn,y0)
peo(β\yo,yn) (96)

Using Lemma (8) we get:

/ Π dh{Uι)Kmtr ( f Π Bj)
ie(D\dD)n& v Y j=r+\ J

= Σ ίdyj WdD (ψ^φp) (ψP>9hRjΦp) (97)
yo,ynelπ(A) \ j=r j

p'el(β\yn,y0)
p£θiβ\y0,yn)
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From the relation:

Σ [dy.M',ΦP)ΦP(id:. ®A)φp, = [d,Λ]id,otΐm({lμA), (98)
y,,eln(Λ) V v V

p'ei(β)(yH,yo)
peo(P\yo,ytt)

(β)
which holds for every A e End( V) (this relation is a consequence of relations
(13,14) on the Clebsh-Gordan maps (see Proposition 14 of [10])) we obtain:

which is the last step in the proof D

5. Conclusion

In this work we continued the analysis of combinatorial quantization of hamiltonian
Chern-Simons theory We have defined elements of the observable algebra Acs
which are associated to any link i n l x R These elements are expected to be the
precise definition of the Wilson loop elements in E Witten's formalism. This is
supported by the fact that they are ribbon invariants and that their expectation value
when Σ = S2 is precisely the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant of the link. In the next
work [8] we have studied this combinatorial approach when the 3-manifold M is
arbitrary It will be much more convenient to work with a Heegaard splitting of M
rather than using a surgery presentation. If Σg and / G Mod(I^) is any Heegaard
splitting of M we can associate an element a,f of Λcs(Σg) which expectation value
gives an invariant of M, which can be shown to be the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant
of M This invariant can be expressed as the partition function of a non-commutative
lattice gauge theory associated to a cellular decomposition of M One important
technical point which we will have to develop is the truncation of the spectrum
when q is a root of unity.

The expression of the observables associated to any link that we have found
is derived from a few principles* gauge invariance, independence under the choice
of departure points. We expect that similar arguments will lead to the construction
of observables associated to links with arbitrary self crossings. This could shed
light on the construction of states in the canonical quantization program of pure
gravity [7].
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